This paper proposes an exchange rate forecasting method by using the grey relative combination approach of chaos wavelet SVM-Markov model. The problem of short-term forecast of exchange rate by using the comprehensive method of the phase space reconstitution and SVM method has been researched
Introduction
The time series analysis is importantly suggested on the many application including the control of physical systems, process of engineering, biochemistry, environmental economic system, company management and economy. Especially, the forecast of exchange rate acts on the macroeconomic policy, business management and individual decision-making establishment.
Owing to these importances, the forecast of exchange rate became a hot spot of research for many scholars in the world. There are many methods in forecast technique of time series such as linear regression, Kalman filtering, neural network modeling, and fuzzy system method.
The linear regression method is simple but its adaptation is poor. The filtering method has the adaptation but it is essentially linear technique.
The neural network modeling method approximates arbitrary nonlinear function but it demands many learning data and difficult to analysis.
With contrast for it, fuzzy system method has the good explanatory ability but its adaptation is poor.
The support vector machine(SVM) has effectively been used for machine learning.
Its reason is owing to that the generalized properties of SVM are not dependent on the completely many training data but it is only dependent on the subset of training data namely the support vectors.
At present time, SVM are widely used in multi-field such as handwriting recognition, three dimensions object recognition, regression analysis and so on.
Recently, SVM is used as the universal tool in prediction of time series. ( [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] ) Its reason is owing to that the SVM has the considerable feature which it has the generalized performance and it don't fall into the local minimization and it is represented with few information data.
The training error has been minimized in the mostly traditional forecast technique which implemented the principle of empirical danger minimization. With contrast for it, SVM is implement ting the principle of structural danger minimization to find the upper bound and lower bound of generalized error. This is immediately the reason which SVM become to be better for the forecast performance in the generalized performance than other traditional methods.
SVM have always the global optimum solution and don't fall into the local minimization because of its learning is equivalent to solve the convex quadratic programming problem with linear constrain.
Actually, its solution is only to be determined by the support vectors which are subsets of training data set. Therefore, it is easily capable of notating.
The first importance step to enhance the forecast performance of SVM is the feature selection or feature extraction of time series.
We have made use of the embedding dimension( [40] ) of chaos time series in order to characterize the input sample number needed for the machine learning of SVM.
Consequently, we have researched the problem of short-term forecast of exchange rate by using the comprehensive method of the phase space reconstitution( [41] ) and SVM method.
We have suggested a Wavelet-SVR-Markov forecasting model to predict the finance time series and demonstrated that can more improve the forecasting performance by the rational combination of the forecast result through various combinational tests.
Our test result has been showed that the two-stage combination model is more excellent than the normal combination model. Also we have comprehensively estimated the combination forecast methods according to the forecasting performance indicators.
The estimated result have been shown that the combination forecast methods on the basic of the degree of grey relation and the optimal grey relation combination have fine forecast performance.
The phase space reconstitution

The theory of phase space reconstitution of the chaos time series
Recently, the analysis of nonlinear system especially time series generated under the chaos background becomes to regard as important more and more for person.
The chaos phenomenon which there exists widely in the natural world is a kind of irregular motion and it is one of the complicated behaviors generated by the deterministic nonlinear dynamic system. The analysis of chaos time series is an important application field. It not only can be progressed the detection and diagnosis of chaos through the determination of dynamic model for the system which are going to research but also it can be able to apply widely in the various field of the natural science and social science. It has the very important signification in theory and practice, for example, the forecasting of stock market price and price fluctuation, the forecasting of glacial epoch.
Recently, according to the intensification of the research for chaos theory and applied technology constantly, the model-building and the forecasting of chaos time series becomes to a hot spot research field in the forecasting of stock and exchange rate. Until now, the persons have already suggested various forecast method of chaos series on the basic of Takens embedding theorem and the idea of phase space reconstruction.
The foundation of the forecast of chaos time series is the theory of phase space reconstruction.
Through the phase space reconstruction, one can find the law of evolution which is behinded in chaotic attractor. And, by entering the present data to range which can be described, one can obtain a novel method and idea to research the time series.
[Definition 1] Let ) , ( We assume that there exists mapping 
By Takens theorem, we can immediately return to the dynamic character of the attractor under the meaning of phase equivalence.
The theoretical dependence of chaos forecast for finance time series is the delay embedding theorem subjected by Takens and Mance.
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We assume that an actual data
is output of certain state for one dimensional system. By using the delay embedding theorem, the time series )} ( { k y of one dimensional dynamic system has been embedded to E D -dimensional space( the embedding delay time is τ ) that is [2] shows that the quasi-phase space and the phase space of systemic is diffeomorphism.
That is, above two spaces is the equivalent space topologically.
Therefore, those have perfectly same dynamic character each other.
The determination of embedding dimension and delay time
One of the crucial problems of reconstruction for phase space is to determine the delay time τ . There are many methods to choose of τ for actual problem already.
The method often used is the self-correlation function method and the method of mutual amount of information.
By using method of average mutual amount of information, we have determined the embedding dimension.
The delay is choused as τ which average mutual information ) (τ I minimize and the embedding dimension is determined by the procedure of false nearest neighbors [41] . The average mutual information ) (τ I is given by
The procedure of false nearest neighbors is given as follows.
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When the time series )} ( { k y is given, making increase the E D from 1 one by one, we find out the nearest neighbors of each point )]
The Euclidean metric is used in the calculation of neighbors. Then, adding component ) ( When dropping the ratio of the false nearest neighbors to certain threshold value for instance below-1%, we choose its corresponding dimension as embedding dimension
In the case of our example, delay time and embedding dimension found out from above procedure
By this method, we have determined delay time and embedding dimension for SVR regression.
The smoothing of data and wavelet transformation
In the chaos forecasting for finance time series, by using delay and embedding theorem, one-dimension finance time series
time is τ ) and by using the state vector reconstructed, the forecasting for observable quantity is progressed Actually, this problem is to approximate a mapping f satisfying as following condition;
In the finance time series analyses, this is a non-well posed problem.
If the following three conditions that is, existence, uniqueness, continuity holds true at the same time ,then given problem is called a well posed problem in meaning of Hadamard .
If it doesn't hold true, it is called a non-well posed problem,.
The cause occurred the non-well posed problem in dynamic system composed by finance time series is due to the following facts:
The first, the existence condition doesn't satisfied because of various unknown cause
The second, it is owing to the finance time series can't hold the sufficient information which is reflecting the dynamic situation of financial market.
Therefore, uniquely reconstructing the phase space for this system is impossible
The third, owing to the finance time series suffers the effect of various sudden accidents and hearsay, the fluctuation of system make strongly destroy the continuity condition.
Therefore, it is caused any uncertainty in the dynamic reconstruction
The basic method which non-well posed problem converts to well pose problem is to give the restriction for mapping
by introducing various a priori knowledge.
The regularization theory of Tikhonov
is an effective method to solve this problem. Now, the capacity of the financial market of some countries is comparatively small and law is incomplete, development doesn't maturate and fluctuation is excessive.
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Therefore, necessarily one hand the approximation requirement for mapping
should be extended, on the other hand the inherent features of system evolution should be stabilized by removing the effect of short-term fluctuations for the system. This and the regularization theory are consistent with prior information smoothing which often accepted for f . Therefore, by retreating from the others demand and progressing the approximation for smoothed f , we are going to attain to the goal for forecasting of finance tine series.
There are three sorts of smoothing method that is, average smoothing method, exponent smoothing method, wavelet transformation smoothing method in the technical analysis of financial market
The smoothing data obtained from average smoothing method have certain time delay and the smoothing data obtained from exponent smoothing method make remove time delay.
These two sorts of method all are the typical smoothing method There is no the time delay in the reconstructed smoothing data as low-frequency spectrum by using wavelet transformation.
In the traditional time series analytical technique, it has been assumed that time series all is stationary in time.
But, actually time series data encountered with real world are the non stationary time series Decomposing the time series over distinctive frequency channel by step after step in the processing method of time series data by wavelet, after that the decomposed data make have strong the stationary capacity.
Moreover, owing to wavelet decomposition make a smoothing action for time series data, it exhibit itself superiority in the processing for non-stationary random time series.
We have used the wavelet noise elimination procedure-wden in Wavelet Toolbox of MATLAB 7.8 and applied third order coiflet-coif3 with family of functions for wavelet.
By using time series obtained after which noise are removed to SVR time series model, we have progressed the forecast.
Then, in the comprehensive forecasting method, we have progressed the forecast by using fuzzy Markov model and weighted Markov model for the forecast error obtained from SVR and it made compensated to the forecast result of SVR.
In combinational forecast, we have used the combined weight determination method based on the least square combined weight determination method, the weight determination method by effective degree, the weight determination method by grey relation degree, the weight determination method by optimal grey relation degree.
Then, we made compared for the combinational forecast result.
The wavelet-least square support vector machine
How to obtain the algorithm which accuracy high and generalization ability strengthen is too the problem suggested very urgently.
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In the paper [16] , Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used and this is a sort of new algorithm.
This method have more advantage than another methods which performance criterion choose to minimize the empirical risk and it have optimal solution in the global range at the same time because of its algorithm is convex quadratic programming.
But, when data volume is large, traditional SVM algorithm demand great computational costs and there are also suggested some problems in the choice of kernel function.
In relation to this, least square support vector machine (LS-SVM) is a sort development of the traditional SVM.
There is that reason because of LS-SVM makes change to equality restriction for inequality restriction of SVM method and the error square and loss function make to empirical loss finally the problem make change to linear matrix problem.
This method is fast in the solving velocity than the algorithm convex quadratic optimization and less computational costs is required( [13, 14] ).
In this paper, we have applied this algorithm to construct wavelet kernel function.
LS-SVM prediction theory
Essentially, the forecast belongs to the regression problem.
That is, through the function estimation, the relational model between input value and out value is settled up and an ahead output value is forecasted by this model.
LS-SVM algorithm is constructed as following( [2,3]). Let
be an indicated training data.
are input arguments and
) is an unknown function to be should estimate. We make the nonlinear mapping : 
is variable which express the error. Generally, solving the extreme value problem (4) is very difficult.
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The reason is that w can be infinite-dimensional. Accordingly, we transform this problem to dual spaces and define Lagrange function such as;
Here α is Lagrange's indeterminate multiplier Then, the optimality condition is given as following: 
is kernel function This is called Mercer condition.
The estimating function of LS-SVM is given as following: 
3.2.The construction of wavelet kernel function
In the papers [8, 12] , the input data make decomposed by using wavelet and the new decomposed coefficients are used with the input data. Then, combination of wavelet and SVM is realized by using RBF kernel function.
In this paper, we consider the method composing wavelet kernel function on the basic of certain frame
[Essence of kernel function].
Let F be a frame and R be a composition operator of F .
And let * R be a decomposition operator of the F. If we put
We assume that λ is a positive operator and ( , )
Then G is the kernel of Mercer and ( , )
In this formula ( ) y x δ is estimation operator of y , ( , ) K x y is kernel function to be should estimate.
Therefore, we can define kernel function such as; ( , ) :
Making operator
According to the character of ( ) y x δ , we obtain
Essentially, kernel function is Green function of decomposition and is composite normal operator under the some frame. This is very similar to wavelet decomposition and composition.
Therefore, again to think the solution of Green function ( kernel function ) under the wavelet frame is very easy.
[Construction of kernel function by wavelet]
The frame theory was proposed by Duffin etc at 1952 and it was researched based on concept of normal orthogonal basis
Its aim is to compose function f from inner product of f in Hilbert space with family of functions { }
We assume that family of functions { }
then family of functions { } k k K ψ ∈ is called frame in the space H .
And A and B are called upper-limit and lower bound of frame respectively.
Especially, if A B = ,then it is called strict frame and if 1 A B = = , then it is called orthogonal frame.
For arbitrary f which belongs to H , we can decompose as following;
, ,
Here k 
The function defined by above formula is half positive value.
[Theorem 3.1] (Mercer's Theorem)
Let function ( , ) K x x′ is symmetry in space 2 L . Then the necessary and sufficient condition for which ( , ) K x x′ is inner product in the characteristic space is to satisfy as following condition;
This theorem gives soon the process to judge and to construct the kernel function.
The above formula make to be used kernel function in SVM which it is to be satisfied the Mercer condition.
There is another kind of case. If the parallel displacement invariant kernel function, for instance ( , ) ( )
Mercer's theorem, then it is admissible kernel function.
But actually to decompose the parallel displacement invariant kernel function to two functions is very difficult.
Following theorem gives the necessary and sufficient condition for which the parallel displacement invariant kernel function is kernel function in SVM.
[Theorem 3.2]
The necessary and sufficient condition for which the parallel displacement invariant kernel function ( , ) ( ) If the wavelet frame is generated by this the generating function of wavelet, then the wavelet kernel function is constructed such as
[Least-square wavelet Support Vector Machine (LS-WSVM)]
In the above, we have made the kernel function of general SVM based on wavelet.
If the wavelet kernel function is determined, then the model is soon determined.
In this paper, to construct the parallel displacement invariant kernel function, we have choused Mexican Hat wavelet kernel function 2 2 ( ) (1 ) exp( ) 2
By above mentioned argument, the parallel displacement invariant wavelet kernel function composed by Mexican Hat wavelet is given such as;
This is a sort of admissible kernel function of SVM. Now, we assume that
are training samples and
Here N is the whole number of data and
is the expected value.
We assume that the numbers of support vector included into the input vector is M respectively. And we denote those by
Then, by means of wavelet transformation, corresponding wavelet frame
satisfying Mercer condition is obtained.
Therefore, we can obtain the kernel function corresponding to it given by the formula (13) . Accordingly, we can obtain the LS-WSVM approximate function which appropriate to the regression problem such as
In this formula
is i th component in k number of training data.
So, we have constructed a new regression method by using wavelet kernel function and LS-SVM That is, we have constructed the Least-square Support Vector Machine (LS-WSVM) based on wavelet. Essentially, LS-WSVM is a sort of form for LS-SVM. To choice
is difficult because of the parameters of kernel for LS-SVM can't be optimized. Therefore, to decrease and simplify the numbers of parameters, we put k a a ′ = .
Then, the numbers of parameters for the kernel function become one.
The super parameter a of wavelet kernel function can be choosed by using the cross-validity method. But, in this paper we have used the genetic algorithm.
The support vector machine SVM is strong nonlinear system. The less change of its intrinsic parameter exerts on the effect in the adapted performance of the system.
Generally, the parameter σ of the kernel function for SVM has been established in initial moment next it keeps on constancy.
But, owing to the financial market system is strange and complicate besides there is the time-varying law , clearly it don't conform with to use the invariant kernel parameter at direct series forecast actually.
Therefore, in this paper we have proposed the method adjusting the kernel function parameters of SVM automatically by using the genetic algorithm.
The genetic algorithm is a kind of global optimal search algorithm simulating the process of organic evolution.
Their objective functions not only don't demand the continuity but also don't demand the differentiability, have only to demand calculability of the problem.
Besides, its exploration has been progressed in the integrated solution space from the beginning to the finishing.
Therefore, the global optimal solution has been obtained easily.
Suppose that the test length is T and the sample length is N . Suppose )
is the predicted value for the T number of test data and )
is the T number of actual value for the test data.
And we introduce the notation
Then, we define the calibration error such as;
is the predicted value for the N number of fitting data and )
is the N number of actual value for the fitting data.
Then, we define the error of fitting such as; η and 2 η denote the weight coefficients. We put 3 .
Let note that the fitness function is the inverse of the predicted error.
Therefore, to maximize the fitness function corresponds to minimize the predicted error.
When the genetic algorithm arrives at the stop standard, an individual with the greatest fitness degree is corresponded to optimal parameter of SVM.
Forecasting by fuzzy Markov-support vector regression and weight Markov
We assume that t X is the fitting curve which is obtained through forecasting for the financial time series t Y by using wavelet-support vector regression.
In order to progress Markov prediction, it is need to make several state by dividing the relative error of given time series.
In due consideration of the actual meaning of the time series, in this paper we have generated a new time series ( 2,3, , ) t N = ⋯ which the fitting curve t X make reference Here 1 t Y − is one step of time delay value.
In accordance with the distribution of the random sequence t Z , it is divided by k pieces of state and is taken its partition value. That is,
Then, the sequence t Z is the random sequence which
Markov process is a field of random process and its greatest character is the "un-posterior effectiveness".
That is, the "future" and the "past" of the given some random process is independent under the condition of "present".
Markov chain is the Markov process which its state and time parameter all are discrete and its mathematical notation is given as follows.
14 We assume that sequence 
holds true.
Here the left-hand side of expression (15) should have the meaning, that is
There are many definitions for the properties and characters of Markov chain .
We don't mention for that one by one.
In the practical application, we consider the homogeneous Markov chain, that is, for arbitrary
denote the probability which n -step state equals to i and the transition probability transited to the state j by passed k -step is given by it.
The transition probability transited form i to j by pass k -step is denoted by
The homogeneous Markov chain
and its state transition probability matrix (that is, it is composed by the state transition probability
).
[Testing of Markov property]
We assume that i n is the number which down at state i e among the N number points of given random sequence t Z . We denote the frequency ij n of transition from i e to j e for the state 1 2 , , , N Z Z Z ⋯ by passed one step.
Then, we accept the statistical quantity such as; Owing to the fuzzy transition probability from the state i S to the state j S is denoted by
, then the time series time series which we are going to establish is given such as;
X is the predicted value obtained by using wavelet -support vector.
[Forecasting model of weighted Markov chain]
The autocorrelation coefficient of each order describes the correlation and its strength and weakness between the finance time series value in the every delay time, because of the finance time series is the random variable quantity depending mutually.
Therefore, in forecasting of finance time series, we can consider as following method.
The first, we choice the finance time series of several time stage before present time stage and can progress the forecast of finance time series of present time stage by using some method.
Then, we find out the weight added sum by the strong and the weak of correlation between before each time stage and present time stage.
That is, we can arrive at the forecast goal by using the information sufficiently and rationally.
This is immediately the basic idea of the forecasting of weighted Markov chain.
The basic method and procedure of the forecasting of weighted Markov chain is established such as:
Step 1.For the financial time series, calculate the autocorrelation coefficient of each order k r , that is,
Here, k r denote the autocorrelation coefficient of k time stage (delay time k ) k x denotes the financial time series value of t time stage. And x denotes the average value of financial time series n denote the length of financial time series.
Step 2. progress the normalization for the autocorrelation coefficient of each order. Here m is the optimal order calculated by forecast demand.
Step 3. Determine the grading standard of the financial time series (this is corresponded to the determination of state space for Markov chain). This is progressed based on the long and short of data sequence as well as the demand of problem. For example, we can divide grading standard by the class of l i number.
This is corresponded to the state space } , , { 1
Step 4. On the ground of the grading standard established by procedure 3), the state of grading standard for each time stage is determined.
Step 5. By progressing the statistical calculate for the results obtained by procedure 4), we can obtain transition probability for Markov chain of each other differential steps.
This determines the probability law of the state transition process for the financial time series
Step 6. If each financial time series before some time stage is selected as an initial state and is coupled the state transition probability matrix corresponded to it, then the state probability ) (k i P at this time stage for the financial time series is immediately forecasted. Here,
is the state and k (
) is the delay time (step).
Step 7. Making the weight added sum for each forecast probability of same state, it become the forecast probability to be faced in this state for the financial time series, that is 
The comprehensive forecasting model
Practically, there are various sorts of models which can be used to forecast generally. In fact, each model reflects only some aspect of the information under this circumstance.
To neglect the model which can be used in some degree latently means that some wrathful information can be neglect. And if any single model is only to choose, then global character of time series evolution can't be described perfectly.
In order to avoid these problems, to making the comprehensive forecast is suitable for predictor by considering the combined forecast method.
The idea of comprehensive forecast is such that the predicted values obtained from various kinds of models how make to combine with organized method by the added accuracy.
If each forecast method is well combined, then not only a matter for regret such that the single individual model throw away some aspect of useful information can be avoided but also the randomness of forecast can be weakened and the accuracy can be enhanced.
At the present, the idea of comprehensive forecast is widely used in various kinds of forecasts practically.
If the forecast is only made by traditional single model, then there can be some shortcoming.
For instance, the information source can't be extensive and there can be the sensitivity for the model setting form etc.
After suggesting first the method of comprehensive forecast in paper [1] , it not only receive importance from many predict experts ,but also become heat point task in the forecast field( [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ).
The comprehensive forecast is immediately the method presenting the effective forecast result by combining the individual forecast result obtained from single forecast model with the suitable weighted average form.
The most key problem in the comprehensive forecast is how to find good weight coefficient and to enhance more effectively for the comprehensive forecast model.
At present, the most many comprehensive forecast methods suggested in actual application and theoretical research is to calculate the weight coefficient of the comprehensive forecast methods by using a kind of absolute error make as optimal criteria. Therefore, the researches of comprehensive method don't be completed yet and an optimal comprehensive forecast model built various kinds of combined criteria is demanded.
So, to enrich the comprehensive forecast theory and methods is demanded in going one more step forward.
In paper [6] an optimal comprehensive forecast model which the error sum of squares arrive at minimum under the condition of unless non-negative constraint is built and the condition has been judged which a simple average method is whether the recessive comprehensive forecast or dominant comprehensive forecast by using the property of information matrix for the comprehensive forecast absolute error.
In paper [7] , going one more step forward. an optimal comprehensive forecast model of the error sum of squares under the condition of non-negative constraint condition has been studied.
In paper [8] , a comprehensive forecast model based on the forecast effective degree has been studied and the solving method of linear programming for it's has been given. In paper [9] , the properties of the comprehensive forecast model based on the forecast effective degree have been studied. In paper [10] , another one of new pathway for the comprehensive forecast method has been presented.
That is, an optimal comprehensive forecast model based on dependence indicator has been presented. These models include the comprehensive forecast model maximizing grey relation degree, the comprehensive forecast model maximizing correlation coefficient, the comprehensive forecast model maximizing narrow-angle cosine etc.
These methods don't directly consider the magnitude of prediction error. Therefore, these methods have comparatively the great disparity over the traditional comprehensive forecast model But, in paper [9] it has been explained that the comprehensive forecast method based on the correlation in only a standpoint of an actual proof analysis can be obtained a good comprehensive forecast effect relatively.
In this paper, the effectiveness of the comprehensive forecast method based on the grey relation degree upon comparison with the comprehensive forecast model based on the maximization for grey relation degree suggested in paper [10] has been explanted mainly.
[Dominant forms of the typical comprehensive forecast]
By considering the principle of comprehensive forecast, there are three kind of mutual another comprehensive forecast method that is, arithmetic average combination method, geometric mean combination method and harmonic average combination method.
Those combination formulas are given such as respectively
Here N is total number of forecast data which we are going to obtain In this method, the weight j w is taken such as;
Owing to take the average in this method, all models entering in main combination have been dealt with uniformity and equality This method has been often used when the predictor don't select a key which some model have an advantage than another model in the models taking part in the comprehensive forecast. Then, the weight j w is taken such as ;
Here j d is deviation coefficient and d is sum of j d defined as below
Now, let us consider the determination methods of combinatorial weight based on least square method, the determination methods of combinatorial weight based on effective degree, the determination methods of combinatorial weight based on grey relation degree, the determination methods of combinatorial weight based on optimal grey relation degree, the determination methods of combinatorial weight based on the theory of rough set etc. These methods have been made attention recently. ε and jt ε is mutually independent respectively Therefore, we have;
5.1.The determination methods of combinatorial weight based on least square method
Then, we introduce the notation such as
From above expression, the matrix form the comprehensive forecast optimization model has been 
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To explain a discussion briefly, let us 
Then, the effective degree of the comprehensive forecast method has been defined such as ) 1
It show that the greater S is, the more higher the accuracy of the forecast model, the more stable and the more and more effective the model There is comparatively the complicated method which 1 k and 2 k find out by optimizing of S , but there is also simple method which they find out by using physical meaning. Now, assume that X is a systems' factor with the k'th observation value being
is a sequence of data representing a system's characteristics, and
is called the set of elements of relevant factors.
For a given real number X with respect to 0 X , and
are sequences of relevant factors. When analyzing systems, and studying relationships between systems' characteristic behaviors and relevant factors' behaviors, we are mainly interested in the ordering of the degrees of incidence between the systems' characteristic behaviors and each relevant factor's behavioral sequence.
But, the numerical magnitude of the grey relation degree is incomplete.
The order of grey relation is complete ordering relation over X In the research of time series,
is called a sequence of system's characteristics and
is called a sequences of comparison Let us consider the determination methods of combinatorial weight based on grey relation degrees We assume that an actual value of time series
Let us there are m kind of forecast method. Let
be predicted value of the i 'th method in k time.
If we put
is the predicted error of k time for i 'th forecast method. Now, we put comparison sequence
and find the grey relation degree
Then we obtain the vector of grey relation degree ,
After normalizing the vector of the grey relation degree Γ , we put it is combinatorial weight vector , then the effecter for forecast .
The determination methods of combinational weight based on optimal grey relation degree
We assume that an actual value of time series
We assume that there are m kind of forecast method. Let
We introduce some conceptions such as ( [12] is the predicted error of k time for i 'th forecast method. Obviously, we obtain
On the ground of definition 3, the d grey relation degree the predicted value sequence by a certain kind of forecast method between the actual value sequence is equal 1 if only and if the predicted value sequence and the actual value sequence is perfectly equal.
be the predicted value of 
From above expression, we find the inequality as;
Let t e be the predicted error of k time for i 'th kind of forecast method.
Then, we obtain 
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On the basic of principle of the grey relation degree, we can know that the greater the grey relation degree γ , the effecter the comprehensive forecast method. 
＝１
By solving this optimal problem, we can determine the combinational weight. based on the optimal grey relation degree.
The determination methods of combinational weight based on the theory of rough Set.
The comprehensive forecast method by statistical rough set theory is to convert the determination problem of weight coefficient to the estimation problem of importance for attribute.
In this technique, first we put on that the set constructed by each sorts of forecast method is the conditional set of decision table.
Then, by using the normalization condition entropy function, we calculate importance degree of decision set (forecast index) for every kind of attribute (forecasting method).
At the final stage, we determine the weight of each kind of forecasting method on the ground of the importance degree. This method can perfectly be analyzed the importance degree of each kind of forecasting method in the data analysis and can perfectly be overcame the subjectivity ( [3] ) in comprehensive method.
[ Determination of equivalence class] Let U be a universe of discourse and C be a conditional set, D be a decision set.
We denote that column is attribute and row is object (method) in two-dimension data representation system constructed as above.
We can see that each attribute is corresponded to single equivalence relation and whole table define an equivalence relation of unit family.
In order to convenient the classification of knowledge, we progress the specialization treatment for attribute value along some rule.
Then, the equivalence class of relation 
[ Determination of weight coefficient]
First, we think that the given decision making method is universal object and then distinguish the quantitative dependence degree of decision set for conditional set.
Then, we eliminate a kind of forecast method in order and calculate the dependence degree at that moment Lastly, we confirm the importance of knowledge for each kind of forecast method Thus, the importance of each attribute that is, weight is obtained such as procedure;
Step 1. Calculate the degree of dependence
Step 2. After eliminating an attribute C a ∈ in event attribute set, calculate the degree of dependence
on that occasion by using above expression in accordance with same idea Step 3. Calculate the degree of importance
Step 4. Iterating the discussion in this manner, the degree of importance for each attribute can be determined and weight coefficient of j 'th attribute can be denoted such as;
Comprehensive forecast
The determination of combination weight in comprehensive forecast by rough set theory has been progressed as following method. That is, the forecast has been progressed for n sort of verification method according to the k sort of forecast method.
We put the forecast results are conditional set for each forecast method the actual data are decision-making set.
Then, we divide data to five sort of class according to magnitude and decide importance weight. In practice, the available data set is divided into two sub samples. The first sub sample of the data is used to build a model, and the second sub sample is used to evaluate the forecasting performance of the model.
Let l be forecast length and
be sequence obtained by forecast.
And let
)} ( , ), 2 ( ), 1 ( { N ε ε ε ε ⋯ = be error sequence. Here )} ( , ), 2 ( ), 1 ( { l ε ε ε ε ⋯ = ), 1 ( ) 1 ( { y y − = , ), 2 ( ) 2 ( ⋯ y y − )} ( ) ( l y N y − .
Magnitude Measure
Three statistics are commonly used to measure performance of point forecasts.
Those are the mean squared error (MSE), mean absolute error (MAE), and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE).
Mean-square error-MSE and Mean-absolute error-MAE are defined as 
Here P is Probability ( ) ⅲ Theil Coefficient:
A directional measure considers the future direction (up or down) implied by the model.
Predicting that tomorrow's exchange rate of Euro/USD will go up or down is an example of directional forecasts that are of practical interest.
We have used the benchmark of directional measure such as;
We have also used benchmark of forecasting performance (Feasibility )such as;
We Then, by using that results, the combining weight has been determined on the ground of five sort of decision method of combining weight that is rough set method( RS-n ,here n is classification number), grey relation optimal combining method GRO, degree of grey coincidence method GRD, least square method LSM, efficient degree method ED.
And then the data of day's 70 before 30 September. 2011 year is used to build model by using five sorts of models corresponding to these weights and after that exchange rate of day's 22 is forecasted. Here h as known from table 9, when two sort of SVR model has been combined, the method 5 that is combinational method by degree of grey coincidence is the best for all indicator of forecast performance.
These facts can clearly know through the rank by GCTOPSIS (R1), PROTOPSIS (R2) and RTOPSIS (R3), respectively, and the final rank (R).
Where GCTOPSIS is grey correlation TOPSIS, PROTOPSIS is projected weight grey relation TOPSIS and RTOPSIS is distance-based TOPSIS.
In the forecast of 54 day, 77 day, 120 day, the comprehensive rank of the 5 method has been occupied all the first place for these ranks and the 2 method was the second place
Proceeding the comprehensive estimation, we have such that result : method 5 > method 2 > method 6 > method 7 .
That is, we have such that result : degree of grey coincidence method> average weight method > least square weight method > optimal grey coincidence combining weight method
Let us now progress to the estimation of forecasting results by method of decision-making plan estimation for multiple attributive decision-making methods
We put relative accuracy, feasibility, consistency, mean absolute error -MAE, root of mean-squared error-RMSE which take part in the forecast performance indicator are estimation indicators and the forecasting methods are the decision -making plan in decision -making method.. table 4 and table 5, table 3and table 6, table 2 and table 7 , we can know that secondary comprehensive result is better than first comprehensive result. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have suggested a Wavelet-SVR-Markov forecasting method to forecast financial time series and showed that the forecast performance can be more improved with rational combinations through various combinational experiments. Through our experiment results have been showed that two stage combinational model is finer than general combinational model.
We also have estimated synthetically the combinational forecast methods according to various forecast performance indicator. Through those results have been showed that grey relation degree method and grey relation optimal comprehensive method has good forecast performance.
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